OAK MAGMA COLLECTION
To carve out its deep texture and enhance the natural
grain of the wood, every single plank of this floor is
hand-torched and brushed, giving it a magnitude of
character.
Furthermore, the timber is bleached or weathered
before different oils are applied to further enhance the
surface and tone. This collection is available in a range
of striking colours; from ash white with grey
undertones, to rich browns and scorched blacks.
This is a luxurious floor perfect for adding texture and
character to the foundation of your scheme.

A selection of swatches – more colours available

BOARDS - all prices are per m2 and exclude VAT
BOARDS - Engineered 20mm thickness – also available in solid oak, 100% FSC
SIZE

GRADE

145 or 185mm

Natural

225 or 245mm

Natural

285mm

Rustic

CERTIFICATION

CONSTRUCTION

PRICE
£144.00

All FSC mix 70%

All Duplex 6mm top-layer oak

£154.00
£159.00

HERRINGBONE - all prices are per m2 and exclude VAT
HERRINGBONE - Engineered 20mm thickness - Chevron: additional £10/m2 on Herringbone prices
SIZE

GRADE

65 x 325mm

Natural/Rustic mix

CERTIFICATION

CONSTRUCTION

PRICE
£149.00

85 x 425mm

Natural/Rustic mix

140 x 580 or 725mm

Natural/Rustic mix

All FSC mix 70%

All Duplex 6mm top-layer oak

£149.00
£149.00

185 x 925mm

Natural/Rustic mix

£149.00

GRADES, CERTIFICATION AND INSTALLATION

GRADES:
•

SELECT - knots up to 20mm, no sapwood

•

NATURAL - knots up to 40mm, sapwood allowed

•

RUSTIC - knots larger than 40mm, sapwood allowed

•

MIX - boards or herringbone pieces are a mix of two grades (Natural/Rustic, Select/Natural, etc…)

INSTALLATION:
Only when high quality timber boards are fitted by specialist, skilled installers do they become a beautiful floor. Our clients expect
nothing less than the high standards we demand from our installers. Learn more on our website.

SUSTAINABLE FLOORS
Wherever possible, we purchase from timber mills that manufacture floorboards using ecological sustainable production processes.
The majority of our timber collections are certified against the FSC ® or PEFC chain of custody standard. We believe that our timber
suppliers’ on-going investments and innovations will benefit us all and we are proud to be actively supporting their businesses.
Learn more on our website.

